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Congratulations on your purchase of the original Clickers® !!
INSTRUCTION MANUAL
The quality of the Clickers® is guaranteed.
Always use protection such as a helmet, knee- elbow- and wrist-pads!
Avoid water and sand
Avoid busy events and traffic.
Regularly check the wheels and click-system for dirt and sand
so prevent wear and tear of the wheels and/or the click-system.
A drop of oil is regularly needed., make sure that the wheels themselves do not contain oil to prevent slipping
No modifications shall be made that can impair safety
Self-locking nuts and self-locking fixings may loose their effectiveness
Replacement of wheels and buffers (where possible or present)

Click ‘n Skate; everybody can learn it quickly and safely
Try to keep your balance in a quiet location with your wheels clicked out.
Make sure to keep sufficient grab of something!

The stance of the feet are important.
Never place your feet next to one another while leaning backwards!
Always put one foot in front of the other, so that the front foot points upwards at an angle and
the back foot remains horizontal. The nose of the back shoe is also not allowed to touch the floor!
Now try to calmly and carefully maintain your balance in this position.
Now you can try to slowly roll forwards, while still sufficiently supporting yourself
for the length of the course you are about to take.
When you feel confident enough, you can start rolling more quickly.
When you have done this a few times, you will already be able to free-roll fairly quickly.
Make a step-movement with your back foot and let your front foot roll.
The next step then is with your wheels clicked-out to walk a bit on your toes
and then to smoothly continue skating.
Once you have a got a thorough hang of this you can carefully try other tricks such as jumping,
skating backwards, turning circles, etc.
Do you want to walk normally again? Just click the wheels back in.
Tip:
1. It is easier to practice on a flat terrain that gradually , not too steeply, rolls downhill
2. The wheels can be "clicked in and out", while standing and only using your heels
DP Specials bv is not responsible for incorrect use of the Clickers® and potential harmful accidents
Clickers® are produced according to the latest EU safety standards EN 13899(B) and Reach
The designs are registered under Reg No. 86298-01 and 86298-02
Clickers® is registered Trademark of DP Specials bv in Apeldoorn, Netherlands: www.dpspecials.com
Use or misuse of the name Clickers® and/or its design is punishable and will have legal consequences

